


#1015 Rust Shield 
Metal Primer - Red Oxide
Our premium industrial rust preventative metal 
primer. It is specially formulated to provide 
excellent long term corrosion protection for ferrous 
metal surfaces in both general maintenance 
and some industrial paint applications. Easy to 
apply, it provides excellent coverage, spreads 
evenly, resists sagging, has excellent leveling 
properties, penetrates into surface pores, and 
has excellent adhesion qualities for a smooth 
professional finish. It provides excellent durability 
and is moisture and abrasion resistant. For interior 
/ exterior use.

#1120 Industrial Universal 
Metal Primer - Off White
A high performance primer formulated for 
application to metal substrates only. Its special 
formulation allows for the application of a variety 
of finish coatings ranging from basic latex-base 
coatings to more industrial type coatings such as, 
two component epoxies and most oleoresinous 
coating systems. This rust preventative coating 
provides excellent corrosion resistance, alkali 
resistance and chemical resistance. It is easy to 
apply, may be applied to slightly rusted surfaces 
and offers excellent one coat coverage. Contains 
No Lead Pigments! For interior / exterior use.

#1017 Rust Shield 
Metal Primer - Zinc Chromate
Richard’s Rust Shield Zinc Chromate Metal 
Primer is our premium zinc chromate primer 
specially formulated for application to a variety of 
metal surfaces. Its formula is designed to provide 
superior corrosion protection to both ferrous 
and non-ferrous metal substrates. It is suitable 
for both smooth and rough metal surface types 
and is an excellent production and shop coat 
primer. It applies easily, is rust inhibitive, dries 
fast and provides an excellent base coat for the 
application of latex, alkyd and oil-base finish 
coatings. Contains No Lead Pigments! For interior 
/ exterior use.

#1131 Industrial Universal Metal 
Primer - Gray
A high performance primer formulated for 
application to metal substrates only. Its special 
formulation allows for the application of a variety 
of finish coatings ranging from basic latex-base 
coatings to more industrial type coatings such as, 
two component epoxies and most oleoresinous 
coating systems. This rust preventative coating 
provides excellent corrosion resistance, alkali 
resistance and chemical resistance. It is easy to 
apply, may be applied to slightly rusted surfaces 
and offers excellent one coat coverage. Contains 
No Lead Pigments! For interior / exterior use.

#1018 Rust Shield 
Metal Primer - White
Richard’s Rust Shield Metal White Primer is our 
premium industrial rust preventative metal primer. 
It is specially formulated to provide excellent 
long term corrosion protection for ferrous metal 
surfaces in both general maintenance and some 
industrial paint applications. Easy to apply, it 
provides excellent coverage, spreads evenly, 
resists sagging, has excellent leveling properties, 
penetrates into surface pores, and has excellent 
adhesion qualities for a smooth professional 
finish. It provides excellent durability, is moisture 
and abrasion resistant. For interior / exterior use.

#1620 Industrial Coatings Quick 
Dry Rust Inhibitive Primer - Off White
Specially formulated rust inhibitive metal primer 
designed for application to both ferrous and non-
ferrous metal surfaces. Its corrosion resistant 
formula promotes long term corrosion protection 
during project fabrication, storage, construction 
and erection phases, resulting in longer coating 
life. Its fast dry properties allow for quicker 
handling of in-shop or field applications, thus 
eliminating additional project down time. Easy to 
apply, it provides excellent coverage, excellent 
adhesion, penetrates surface pores, and offers 
excellent product versatility for use under a variety 
of hot solvent finish coatings, such as solvent 
epoxies. For interior / exterior use.

#1215 Excel Rust Shield 
100% Acrylic DTM Primer - Gray
Specially formulated 100% acrylic, rust 
inhibitive primer/sealer that offers excellent 
product versatility, convenience, and ease 
of application to metal surfaces. Its special 
formulation enables application to a variety 
of both interior and exterior metal substrates, 
excellent coverage and adhesion, moisture 
resistance, and corrosion resistance. It dries 
fast, has a low odor, is mildew resistant, resists 
flash rusting, and is an excellent base coat for 
both water-based and alkyd/oil-based finish 
coatings. For interior / exterior use.

#1220 Excel Rust Shield 
100% Acrylic DTM Primer - White
Specially formulated 100% acrylic, rust inhibitive 
primer/sealer that offers excellent product 
versatility, convenience, and ease of application 
to metal surfaces. Its special formulation 
enables application to a variety of both interior 
and exterior metal substrates, excellent 
coverage and adhesion, moisture resistance, 
and corrosion resistance. It dries fast, has a low 
odor, is mildew resistant, resists flash rusting, 
and is an excellent base coat for both water-
based and alkyd/oil-based finish coatings. For 
interior / exterior use.


